
We have been presenting a series of poems by Xi Penn, from a manuscript called Poems of the 
Late Tang (a book of magazine verse). Others are found under “Penn, Xi,” at the Authors link. 
 
--Dispatches  
* 
 
Departing Qinzhou in a Red Army Cart of Spring Melons 
 

--for Wave and Commune 
 
 
I've grown plodding in my fading years.  
My common tasks become more and more 
labored. In toilet care, I strain. In dressing, 
I can barely put on socks. What unforeseen 
toil the years do bring! What humiliation! 
 
OK, in this dream I’m departing Qinzhou in  
a Red Army cart of spring melons, bouncing   
along, with Liu Xiaobo’s Za Zuan on audio. 
It’s a sure and cruel sendoff for the aged:  
A virtual poetry Bank is founded to buy   
 
poets off, to create one Big Tent, wherein  
everyone “gets along.” The Paris Review,  
cloak-and-dagger with CIA, was vanguard  
of U.S.-lit soft power in the 50s and 60s; 
The Poetry Foundation, its loaded legatee, 
 
has bosses who blithely brag of expert ties 
to Wall Street and the Intel agencies (not 
that such much troubles most lib bards)!  
Granted, the selloff started with the general 
recouping of the Po-left into Academe, circa 
 
mid-to-late 80s. Later, the Poetry Foundation 
swabbed up lumpen Avant surplus for cheap, 
on auction block. It’s all pretty much a bought, 
cheerful Duma now: The residual Middlebrow  
Mainstreamers on the right; the opportunist  
 
Liberal Innovators on the left; the insurgent  
POC/PC arrivistes in the center, tacking to  
and fro, and with breathtaking skill, sailing  



the Rules of the Game. What’s to be done? 
Bolinas is condo strata. Nanluoguxiang’s 
 
a Po-bourgeois tourist-trap. The whole Field’s  
been cop-linked by laptop. How bewildering and  
deeply disseminated, the fathomless clouds of  

天堂之河… How bittersweet, these spring  
melons in a Red Army cart departing Qinzhou. 
 


